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Introduction
Siegel Structural Engineers has joined the SE 2050 Commitment program
and embraces our role of providing low and net zero options to our clients
and of net zero
embodied carbon emissions by 2050.
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goal to find and present net

Net zero by 2050 is an ambitious goal. While structure typically represents

profession of structural engineering has not had a large role in sustainable
design. We are excited to help change this and actively find ways to make
an impact. We are committed to educating our team, reporting, and
sharing our data with the SE 2050 movement, and are eager to help
develop industry targets that drive structural engineers to actively design
with reduction in mind.

about half of the embodied carbon in a building project, historically the



Allison Olinsky, P.E. and Pruthviraj Thakor are our embodied carbon
co-champions, spearheading the company’s commitment to SE 2050 and
empowering the entire team to articulate our goals. Every team member
contributes to carbon reduction through their unique specialty area: concrete,
steel, timber, reuse, advocacy, and marketing. We meet regularly to strategize

greatest impact.
how we may best engage our collaborators and strategize ways to make the
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reduced-carbon materials are locally available and at what cost

reduction in
• We will attend a field trip to a local materials supplier where carbon reduction
strategies are being

updates to inform the company of our SE 2050

carbon-reduction

• We hold twice-annual hour-long presentations and quarterly half-hour-long

• We attend external seminars to educate ourselves on the future of carbon

• We have initiated and will maintain contact with suppliers to understand what

• We continuously develop and update internal documents to reflect new

• As part of the onboarding process, we introduce new employees to our ECAP,
internal documents, and a sample project that highlights good carbon reduction

Education



Reduction
As structural engineers we provide design and building material options to our
collaborators, and the choices our clients make will directly impact meeting
the SE 2050 challenge. Our ability to persuade our collaborators- clients,
builders and developers- is paramount, and we are working to create and
provide a compelling client guide that shows tangible impacts when choosing
building materials. We will regularly update our guide and information to
reflect recent projects where we will have real time data .

Providing compelling evidence- concrete options with measurable impacts- is a
must. We will provide the storyline and evidence that will show in visual ways
how people can make choices to get to net zero carbon emissions. A clear
understanding of how each material reduces embodied carbon creates more
opportunities to make a difference. We are creating visual marketing materials

signatories, to get as many in our industry involved, and our clients engaged.
to share widely online, at industry meetings, and with other SE 2050



To effect large

SE 2050 database.to

large scale.
SSE recognizes the
submit it the

and
scale change, data collection is needed on an equally

importance of learning how best to gather quality data

• Increase the number of projects we report on each year.

• SSE is committed to submitting a minimum of two (2) projects per year to
the SE 2050 database.
• For a project submitted to the database, our reporting will include
information from the architect or owner regarding any target carbon
budget or established project sustainability goals.

Reporting



To drive large-scale team, including
architects, contractors,

our shared goals.
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• Our social media team announced our commitment to SE 2050 on
Instagram, LinkedIn, and our website.

• Within 18 months, SSE will assemble a lunch-and-learn presentation on

• We have updated our standard proposal template to include a
declaration of SSE as an SE 2050 member.

suppliers for EPDs and communicating the importance of having EPDs
for reducing embodied carbon.

• SSE is promoting the value of SE 2050 to our clients, particularly in the
early stages of project development. Thegoal is to encourage our clients
to think about embodied carbon reduction and to highlight the services
that we provide.

• SSE is encouraging industry and policy change by asking material

the importance of SE 2050 and ways we can implement it together, and
will have delivered it to at least three clients.

Advocacy



The Power of Persuasion
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*based on SSE sample 4000 sq ft house
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